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What to Consider in an Excavator Bucket

There are five main considerations when selecting an excavator bucket. If you need any help or
advice, please contact the team at Kerfab who are more than happy to help.

1. Your Application

The first consideration when choosing an excavator bucket is your application. Different applications
have different requirements, for example, a Trenching Bucket is ideal for digging trenches, but will be
inefficient and very difficult to pull batters with.

2. The Heaviest/Harshest Material to be Handled

While your bucket may be used with different types of materials it is important to ensure your bucket
can handle the harshest material you expect it to deal with. If you expect to use the bucket 80%
of the time in top soil and 20% in gravel and you must use the same bucket, it’s worth choosing a
bucket capable of handling gravel otherwise your bucket will wear prematurely.

3. What Optional Wear Accessories are Required?

There are multiple options when selecting wear parts and GET (a full breakdown is available on page
7). The application and the material being handled will dictate what wear parts are required. Without
the necessary wear parts buckets will wear prematurely and require refurbishment/replacement far
sooner.

4. Coupling

Quick Hitches (also known as Quick Couplers) are a vital part of many operations. The ability to
quickly and easily switch between attachments is worth the decrease in breakout force - page 8 will
help you decide if a Quick Hitch is right for you.

5. The Limitations of your Machine

The manufacturer of your excavator designed and built your machine with different features and
limitations. Kerfab maintains a library of countless machines, their specifications, engineering
drawings, and any related information to ensure that your attachment is the right fit for your
machine. Attaching an ill fitted attachment can not only be dangerous, it poses serious risks to your
machine. A bucket that is too large/heavy can damage the boom, the arm, the hydraulic system, and
your hitch. Too small and your machine is inefficient, costing you time and money.

Dual Radius Bucket Design

For many bucket styles, a dual radius design is vital for longevity. GP Buckets, Mud Buckets,
Trenching Buckets, and Tilting Mud Buckets almost always need to have a dual radius shell. A dual
radius bucket design means the base of the bucket follows the teeth/edge through the material. This
significantly reduces wear on the heel of the bucket (see diagram below).
A dual radius shell is shaped so that the rear of the bucket has very little drag, therefore reducing
the pressure on the substructure and underside of the bucket. Reduced drag also means the bucket
moves more efficiently through the earth, reducing the amount of fuel required to dig.
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Rhino Excavator Attachments are designed and built according to the application they are expected
to work in. Different components and manufacturing processes are required for different materials
and applications, using an unsuitable bucket can be massively inefficient and detrimental to the
bucket and your excavator.
Kerfab are experts in custom designing and building attachments to suit individual needs, but in
most instances Kerfab has a standard bucket available. The standard durabilities available are
General Duty, Heavy Duty, and Extreme Duty.

General Duty

General Duty buckets are buckets designed and built to suit most common usages. These buckets
are ideal for digging in low - medium abrasion applications such as top soil, coal, loam, and clay.
These buckets are lighter than their tougher counterparts which allows more material to be handled
and decreases cycle times.

Heavy Duty

Heavy Duty buckets are ideal for when a machine is expected to encounter various material types.
These buckets can handle the same types of material as a General Duty bucket (though less
efficiently) as well as tougher material such as sand, gravel, shot limestone, basalt, and shot granite.

Extreme Duty

Designed to perform in the harshest applications, Extreme Duty buckets are exceptionally strong.
Their strength comes at the cost of weight, this increased weight means they are far less efficient
with low-medium abrasion applications.
These buckets can come fitted with interior wear liners, exterior wear plates covering the entire side
of the bucket, exterior wear plates along the underside of the bucket, heel blocks, lip shrouds, wing
shrouds, and secondary wear liners.

Extreme Duty
Heavy Duty
Light Duty
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Teeth

Teeth are used to break ground when digging. The teeth are replaceable and
take the brunt of the punishment when digging, this allows your bucket to
last longer while still maintaining excellent performance by simply replacing
the teeth.

Bolt on Edge

Bolt on edges are used on buckets that won’t typically be digging in high
impact environments. The straight edge is useful when pulling batters or
for more delicate work. Like teeth bolt on edges can be replaced by simply
removing the old edge and bolting on a new one.

Side Cutters

Like teeth, side cutters are important when digging in high impact or abrasive
environments. The side cutters reduce damage to the buckets frame and
allow the bucket to pass through the earth more efficiently. They can also be
unbolted and replaced easily.

Rear Wear Strips

Rear Wear Strips protect the rear and back of the bucket from wear and
damage. They also provide extra strength and rigidity. Most buckets come
with rear wear strips as standard and these can be replaced if necessary,
though it is not as simple as replacing teeth or edges.

Side Wear Plates

Side Wear Plates play a similar role as rear wear strips, though as the name
suggests they are on the side of the bucket. Depending on the spec of the
bucket these wear liners can run along the bottom third of the bucket or can
cover most of the cheek of the bucket on more durable buckets.

Internal Wear Liners

Internal Wear Liners are seen on Extreme Duty buckets. It is a secondary
“skin” inside the bucket which protects the actual bucket from damage and
wear. As part of a refurbishment these liners will often be replaced, extending
the life of the bucket.

Heel Blocks

Heel Blocks are seen on all Extreme Duty and some Heavy Duty buckets.
Made from 500 Brinell hardened steel, they are vital to protecting the edges
and corners of buckets when digging in high impact and high abrasion
environments.

Wing Shrouds

Some of the heavier duty buckets come with wing shrouds as standard. These
components cover most of the length of the sidebars with hardened steel.
Wing shrouds are ideal for countering abrasion and impact.
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Bucket Lip

A heavy duty lip connects the bucket shell to the teeth or BOCE and is
engineered for maximum yield strength. The lip is extended and reinforced
with weld for better side wear protection and ability to withstand constant
fatigue loading, thus extending the life of the bucket.

Lip Shrouds

Lip Shrouds protect the lip on more durable buckets and aren’t usually
required on General Duty buckets. Weld-on lip shrouds are 500 Brinell
segments which are positioned between the adapters to prevent scalloping
and premature failure of the lip in rock digging applications.

FAQ

What GET do Rhino Buckets come with?
•

Typically, Rhino Buckets come with CAT J-Series teeth as standard. Kerfab can supply any OEMs
GET if the customer has a preference.

What sort of after-sales support can I expect from Kerfab?
•

Kerfab has built a reputation on our customer service, quality, and expertise. Our BackUp+
service provides support nationwide quickly and cost effectively. We have a network of
technicians in every major city and many regional areas who undertake all warranty, repairs, and
servicing. All technicians are local so travel costs and downtime are minimal.

Can Kerfab make a custom attachment for my machine?
•

Yes, Kerfab’s team can work with you to design and build the exact attachment you require.

•

Our engineers and fabricators in Kerang, Victoria design and build thousands of buckets, grabs,
forks, and many other types of attachments every year.

•

For over 25 years we have designed and built attachments to suit a range of machines, industries,
and applications. We maintain relationships with all major OEMs and their dealers throughout
Australia and New Zealand and have a library of drawings and specifications which allows to
build attachments perfectly suited to your machine.
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Quick Hitches (also known as quick couplers) have fast become an essential for many operators.
Quick Hitches allow operators to quickly and easily switch between attachments, saving massive
amounts of time compared to a direct mount.
Kerfab is the Australian distributor for one of the worlds leading and best regarded quick hitch
manufacturers, Miller. Miller’s range of hitches are designed for all major brands of excavators and
can be customised to suit any non-standard manufacturers.

Things to consider:

For most people nowadays a quick hitch is a must, but this doesn’t mean they are always the right
choice. Some things to consider:
• A quick hitch will add length to the excavators arm - changing its geometry. Kerfab’s
engineering team works with all machine manufacturers to ensure any attachments
and hitches are suited to your machine to avoid damage.
• Lengthening the arm of the excavator reduces breakout force by roughly 3% to 5% the design of the hitch is a key factor in how much breakout force is lost. A taller hitch
results in a much higher loss of breakout force.
• To balance out the loss of breakout force, Rhino buckets are fitted with low-profile ear
brackets
• It is imperative that any quick hitch fitted to your machine complies with AS4772, NSW
Workpaper and ISO 13031

PowerLatch Tilt
The PowerLatch Tilt coupler builds on the proven Miller TwinLock design. This low maintenance
quick hitch coupler gives operators additional peace of mind from our patented Automatic Blocking
System (ABS) mechanical backup, which ensures attachments remain securely engaged on both pins
in the unlikely event of loss of engagement forces.
The 180-degree tilt functionality on all models increases versatility and flexibility for the operator
and makes the Tilt coupler a must have for a variety of applications such as grading, road
construction and demolition.
Meets all relevant Global legislation, including EN474, Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC, AS4772,
NSW Workpaper and ISO 13031
Slimline, external cylinder-free
tilt design is ideal for working
with the narrowest of attachments
for all manner of tasks removes
worry about damaging external
rams or cylinders.

Auto-lube system saves having to
stop work to grease which increases
productivity and keeps you working
safely.
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The Miller GT Series heralds a new era of unrivalled power and cutting-edge intelligent coupler
technology increasing job site safety, machine versatility and productivity. The latest Miller
GT coupler delivers the safest, lightest, lowest, yet strongest class leading quick coupler in the
marketplace.
Easy to operate and far lighter and stronger than any other quick hitch coupler, this attachment
optimises the machines’ performance. Miller GT series also offers an ISO 13031 compliant novel
locking system, designed to ensure that the widest set of OEM pin pickups are safely attached all
from the comfort and security of your cab.
The PowerLatch Quick Coupler meets all relevant global legislation, including EN474-1, AS47722008, NSW Workpaper, and ISO 13031.

100% Cast Frame from high tensile steel delivering exceptional strength while being
lightest in its class

Twin locking independent back up system
including a rear hook “ISO lock” and an
advanced tension loaded front latch ensures the
attachment remains securely engaged.
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Rhino Adjustable System (RAS)

The Rhino Adjustable System is the ultimate solution for any excavator owner. Most Rhino Excavator
Attachments come with the RAS system as standard. RAS is a system that allows an attachment to
quickly change its pickup pins to suit another machine.
Pickup pins can be adjusted to suit any OEM, making Rhino Excavator Attachments the most
versatile on the market. The benefits of the RAS is two-fold:
1. Increased Resale Value
• Any RAS bucket can be easily adjusted to suit any excavator within the same weight
range, regardless of brand. This means when the time comes to replace your
attachment it can be sold to any OEM.
2. Fast Shipping Times
• RAS allows Kerfab to hold large amounts of stock that is suitable for any and every
OEM. This means when you need your attachment in a hurry it will not need any
modifications or additions, RAS can simply be adjusted by our technicians in a
matter of minutes.

Interchangeable Bushes
Suitable for different pin
diameters

12 point bolt rotation

Removable Shims
Easily remove/add shims to
create accurate depth to suit
boom width

Eccentric Bushes
Eccentric Bushes are rotatable
to suit varying pin centres
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GP Buckets

Common Uses
These buckets are ideal for general use such as
digging in soil, sand, or clay.
About
A GP Bucket fitted with teeth and side cutters
is one of the most popular bucket choices for
digging.
Rhino’s dual radius bucket design is the strongest
on the market. The Bisalloy 80 lip, sidebar, and
wings better protect the bucket and are able to
withstand constant fatigue loading.

GP Extra Wear Buckets
Common Uses
These buckets are ideal for digging in harsher
applications that a standard GP Bucket isn’t
suited for. Used for mid-impact abrasive
applications such as mixed dirt, clay and rock.
About
A GP Bucket Extra Wear Bucket comes fitted with
teeth, side cutters, 500 Brinell hardened heel
blocks, 500 Brinell lip protection shrouds, and a
Bisalloy 80 lip.
This extra wear option enhances protection of
the bucket shell, while increasing efficiency and
extending the bucket life

Trenching Buckets
Common Uses
Designed for digging trenches in soil, sand, clay,
and other light to medium materials.
About
Slightly splayed out edge adapters prevents
trench jamming and protects the sidewalls from
severe wear.
Rhino Trenching Buckets of certain sizes have the
sidebar integrated with the ear brackets, giving
the narrowest width for ultimate productivity
while digging trenches.
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Mud Buckets
Common Uses
Rhino Mud Buckets are perfect for bulk loading,
ditch cleaning, low density material digging and
general clean up.
About
Their distinctive dual radius profile vastly
improves cycle times and bucket fill, allowing
operators to get more material, more often.
Designed to last throughout the excavator’s life,
Rhino Mud Buckets feature full weld penetration
of sidebar and lip joint. This provides the
strongest and most long-lasting method of
securing the lip to the bucket whilst protecting
the joint from premature wear.

Screed Batter Buckets
Common Uses
This flat bottom concept is specifically designed
for pulling batters quicker and faster than
traditional mud buckets.
About
The Screed Batter Bucket was designed with only
one thing in mind; pulling batters.
This innovative bucket joins with the screed base
at a 55° angle making the rear and base of the
bucket flat. The sharp 55° departure angle allows
operators to easily straighten and compact
the batter base or floor, and makes a neat,
compacted edge along the bottom of the batter.

Tilt Screed Batter Buckets
Common Uses
Tilt Screed Batter Buckets combine Rhino’s
revolutionary screed technology with our unique
hydraulic tilting system to create the ultimate
bucket for pulling batters.
About
Twin double acting cylinders provide powerful
rotation while the compact and low profile
design gives increased breakout force.
The hydraulic tilting system allows 45° of
movement left and right, allowing operators to
screed batters on difficult angles or positions.
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Tilt Mud Buckets
Common Uses
Rhino Tilt Mud Buckets increase versatility and
will perform all tasks of the standard mud bucket
but with the added flexibility of the hydraulic
tilting system.
About
Twin double acting cylinders provide powerful
rotation and keep the bucket rigid while digging,
no matter the angle.
The compact and low profile tilting system gives
substantially more breakout force than taller and
bulkier systems. All hoses are protected and fully
secured to prevent damage.

Sieve Buckets
Common Uses
Commonly used for demolition, digging rock,
clean up, and other sorting applications.
About
Rhino Sieve Buckets use a round sieve bar
design which is far stronger than a traditional
two piece plate design. This lets material to pass
through the sieve apertures much faster allowing
for optimal material flow, faster sieving, and
increases the machines efficiency.
Rhino Sieve Buckets can be fitted with teeth or a
BOCE in either a mud or GP Bucket profile.

Rock Buckets
Common Uses
Rhino Rock Buckets are designed for aggressive
bucket loading conditions, including handling
shot rock and granite.
About
Rhino Rock Buckets are heavily armoured to
protect the bucket and increase its lifespan.
Heel strips positioned beneath the heel blocks
separate them from the wear strips, this allows
the wear strips and heel blocks to be changed
individually at any time, making on-site
maintenance much easier and faster.
500 Brinell replaceable lip shrouds fully protect
the bucket lip. Grouser bar is welded behind the
lip shrouds to prevent the lip shroud welds from
wearing away due to material exiting the bucket.
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Quarry Buckets
Common Uses
Rhino Quarry Buckets are specifically designed
for continual digging in the most severe and
abrasive materials.
About
The Quarry Bucket was created to outlast
all traditional rock buckets due to the most
comprehensive and innovative wear packages
ever fitted to a bucket.
Rhino Quarry Buckets are known to halve bucket
maintenance costs and move three times more
material between refurbishments than other
mining rock buckets.

Rippers
Common Uses
Rhino Rippers are the perfect tool for breaking up
hard ground, prying rocks and other applications
where the full weight and hydraulic force of the
excavator rests on a single tooth for maximum
penetration ripping power.
About
Rhino Rippers boast a super duty construction,
with the thickest shank of any ripper on the
market today.
Full high tensile construction from 780 grade
steel ensures that no task will prove too much for
a Rhino Ripper.

Trapezoidal Bucket
Common Uses
Suited for sandy and drainage applications with
the rounded shell and curved side cheeks, the
bucket has an optimum filling rate and eliminates
interference with the trench side walls.
About
Kerfab will manufacture this product according
to our valued customer’s specifications.
The coned side and back are designed so when
the buckets performing the filling cycle the rear
of the bucket doesn’t obstruct trench side wall.
The lip and side bars are made from 780 grade
materials which has high tensile strength to help
breakout forces transfer to from the torsion beam
through to the lip.
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A Rhino Tilt Screed Bucket in use in Perth, WA
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